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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is a narrative report of the project dubbed, “Accelerating the Titling and Protection of Public
School Land in Kenya”. The annual report covers the second year of project implementation by Shule
Yangu Alliance Campaign, through the financial support received from the Embassy of the Kingdom of
Netherlands. The report marks two years since the campaign secretariat moved to Transparency
International Kenya (TI-Kenya), from the Society for International Development (SID). The report
covers the project implementation period from 1st January 2019 to 31st December 2019 highlighting
project interventions implemented to meet the overall goal of the project as highlighted in the
contribution agreement to assess progress made towards attainment of the planned outputs.
Over the last one year, Shule Yangu (SY) Alliance Campaign has sustained its partnerships, advocacy
and movement building efforts aimed towards safeguarding the right to education, by enhancing
school land protection. As with the previous year, 2019 offered the campaign an opportunity to
entrench the existing relationships built with key government agencies working around school land
protection, as well as develop new ones with key partners including schools’ boards of management.
This annual narrative report covers interventions undertaken and results realized by the campaign
between January and December 2019.
During the review period, key highlights of results include:
1. Acceleration of Government mechanisms towards protection and titling of public schools: In
November 2018, a Multi-Agency Working Group – MAWG, (also referred to as the taskforce) on school
land titling was set up to fast-track the titling process of public schools in Kenya. SY campaign is part of
this taskforce, whose set up was part of the measures put in place following the successful reclaiming
of Langata Road Primary school playground in 2015. Over the last year, the total number of schools
titled rose from 9,556 to 11,974. This included 2,874 transfers processed by the taskforce on school
titling as at November 2019. Further, as a result of sustained advocacy by the SY campaign, key
government agencies during the period under review issued waivers to schools across the country,
with an aim of fast-tracking their respective titling processes. Equally, SY supported the
operationalization of the Inter-Ministerial Legal Working Group (IMLWG). The Inter-Ministerial Legal
Working Group (IMLWG) which has partners drawn from The Office of the Attorney General, Ethics
and Anti-Corruption Commission (EACC), National Lands Commission (NLC), the Ministry of Lands and
Physical Planning, the Ministry of Education, the Commission on administrative Justice and
Transparency International-Kenya was set up in 2019 to complement efforts by the MAWG, by
providing legal support to schools with cases in court. As a result of this support, 165 schools were
mapped during this period by the IMLWG, for follow up legal support. Additionally, Shule Yangu
Alliance engaged with various policy makers, including the Office of the President, to ensure that
adequate support is offered to the key state agencies and commissions tasked with the mandate on
school land protection.
2. Enhanced citizen voice and collective action towards school land protection: During the period
under review, SY partnered with various actors in the protection of public school land. In particular, SY
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partnered with the Council of Governors, Future First Kenya, Transparency International Kenya
through Action for Transparency project as well as Kenya Primary School Heads Association (KEPSHA)
to sensitize alumni associations, primary school heads and members of schools’ boards of
management across the country, on the need for school land protection. These public engagements
amplified the campaign voice, complementing the ongoing titling process by the government, through
the establishment of human walls of protection across public schools in Kenya. One of the other key
strategies employed towards movement building during the period under review was the release of
the second documentary titled, “My School, My Life” which was publicly screened and equally
uploaded on SY’s online platforms, including YouTube, with over 1,700 views. The documentary was
the second in a series of three planned documentaries, with the last one scheduled for release in 2020.
They are aimed at sensitizing and catalyzing key stakeholders and citizens around the need for school
land protection as a key factor guiding the realization of the right to education.
3. Enhanced alliance building: Shule Yangu Alliance during the period under review, maintained
regular SY partner engagements through regular updates, meetings and collaboration on planned
activities. Strengthened partner engagement made it possible for the campaign to reach over 20,000
primary school heads at the 2019 KESPHA conference, as well as diverse alumni groups in the country,
through the umbrella association of alumni in Kenya, which is supported by Future First Kenya. Other
strategies employed to amplify the Campaign engagements included the release of 4 newsletters to SY
partners and other key stakeholders using the existing SY campaign platforms, reaching over 300
registered subscribers on MailChimp.
Some of the challenges encountered during the review period included; reduced budgetary allocations
in the financial year 2019/20 to key government agencies tasked with the fast-tracking of the school
titling process. One of these institutions was the National Lands Commission (NLC), which is tasked
with the data management component within the larger working group. This challenge, coupled with
the absence of a gazetted secretariat for the taskforce on school tilting affected to a large extent, the
pace of implementation of the SY campaign activities.
As at 31st December 2019, the campaign had realized a 33% overall spend as summarized below:
Budget Amount Expenditure as at 31st Balance
(KES)
December

% of Budget
Spend

39,631,211

21,198,038

18,433,173

53%

Program Costs

33,301,760

16,043,481

17,258,278

48%

Administrative Costs

6,329,451

5,154,557

1,174,894

81%

Item
Campaign 2019
Realigned Budget 2019

We are grateful to the Embassy of the Kingdom of Netherlands for their continued support in
2019.
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SUMMARY- RESULTS AGAINST CAMPAIGN FRAMEWORK

2015
#

Result Level

Targets by December 2019

Indicators
Baseline

Program Outcome by
December 2019: 10,000
public schools are safe
and secure from illegal
land grabs.

*
Public
schools
surveyed and titled

1,313

10,000

*
Mechanisms
to
address titling and
protection of public
schools established and
functional.

Adoption of special policy provision on protection of public school land.

Titling
Promis
e1

#

1.1.1

1.1 Outcome: Public school land titled and protected and
from land grab and culture of impunity.

Result Level

Indicators

Output: National and
County Governments
catalyzed to title and
protect public school
land.

R.1.1
Government
mechanism put in place
to
accelerate
the
protection, survey and
titling of schools are
effective
and
functional.

2017
Baseline

2019 WORKFLOW
Targets
by July
2019

Results by
Dec 2018

Results by
December
2019

Comments/ Variances
Status

2,784 new transfers were processed by the Multi Agency Working
Group on school titling, resulting to new titles.

1,313
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10,000

9,556

11,974

EXCEEDED

572 new titles were prepared and issued for schools located within
settlement schemes.
Out of the 2,784 transfers prepared, one included a title for Uhuru
Secondary school, whose land was previously grabbed

2 High level meetings were held with the PS Lands, CS Education & CEO,
NLC
The Inter-ministerial Legal Working Group established in 2018 was
operationalized and initiated the development of a Public Land
Defenders Handbook
The Multi- Agency Working Group on school titling initiated an annual
progress report, which is due for dissemination in the next reporting
period.
2 Support was offered to the Multi- Agency Working Group to analyze
the data collected in 2018 from the school land audit exercises

R.1.2
Multi-agency
actions taken by Shule
Yangu
Alliance
to
protect and promote
public spaces

1 The taskforce on school titling was supported to review its workplan,
prepare its annual report for 2019 and develop a new workplan for the
next phase of implementation
0

20

38

43

EXCEEDED

2 Ministries of Education and Lands issued waivers to schools in Kenya,
to fast-track the seamless process of school titling
(Some of the planned activities were not undertaken during this period
due to the lack of budgetary allocation to some of the key government
agencies, as well as the leadership vacuum at NLC which slowed down
the pace of implementation by the taskforce)

R.1.3 No of policy
research papers
produced

1 Research paper on the legal structure and challenges of sponsored
schools was developed during this period, but is yet to be disseminated
through SY online platforms including Facebook, Twitter and
MailChimp.
2

3

1

2

PARTIALLY
ACHIEVED

1 The policy research on school safety was developed but not
disseminated
1 The ToRs (Terms of Reference) for the study on legal complexities
was initiated during this period and is set for completion in 2020.
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(SY plans to disseminate the 2 studies, and produce the remaining ones
in the next review period)
ShuleYangu website was revamped in readiness of the Open Data
platform which is set for development in the next reporting period.
Open Data Platform
accessible with status of
all public school land in
Kenya inclusive of a
reporting and feedback
mechanism.

0

1

0

0

PARTIALLY
ACHIEVED

Support was offered to the taskforce on school titling towards data
entry and validation. The compiled dataset will inform the
development of the open data platform
(The development of this platform was slowed down by the data entry
and analysis exercise, whose outputs are useful in developing the
platform)

OUTCOME 2: INCREASED PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT TO PROTECT PUBLIC SCHOOL LAND THROUGH MOVEMENT BUILDING

There was continued legal support for #Naka5 in criminal and civil
cases, as well as Sumbeiywo and Mwamdudu Primary Schools in
Eldoret and Kwale respectively.

1.1.3

Output: Cross
community and
sectoral organizing in
defense of the right to
education and public
schools.

R.1.4 No of public
citizen actions,
communities & alumni
catalyzed to protect,
add value or assert
right to public spaces

R.1.7 No of established
county level protection
alliances

52
15

52

50

FULLY ACHIEVED

Support to Uhuru Secondary school led to the issuance of the school
title deed.
165 schools were mapped by the Inter-Ministerial Legal Working
Group on school titling, for further support by the various state
agencies invested in the titling process.

0
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10

7

10

FULLY ACHIEVED

1 Engagement with the education stakeholders to commemorate
GAWE (Global Action Week for Education) which included an essay
competition, a public forum and an online campaign on the same.
2 Engagement with Primary school heads and members of school’s
boards of management drawn from Nairobi county

(This activity was not effectively met, due to the slowed development
of the public land defenders’ handbook, which is a joint undertaking of
over 7 government agencies and SY. The latter has since been finalized.)
R.1.8 Protection and
Titling of public-school
land prioritized and
strategies of national
school alumni
associations, teachers’
association and unions.

1 Partnered with KEPSHA at their Annual School Heads conference in
December, to engage and reach over 20,000 primary school heads
6
1

5

4

EXCEEDED

3 Partnered with Future First Kenya to convene the monthly Alumni
Coffee chat in November, reaching 20 alumni groups through the
national alumni umbrella association

OWNERSHIP
Promise
3.1 Outcome: Strong, Structured and Sustainable Alliance

#

Result Level

Indicators

Output: Increased
awareness of the
Shule Yangu Brand
Portfolio.

R.3.1 No of
communication and
digital story telling
materials developed
and disseminated.

2017
Baseline

2019 WORKFLOW
Targets
by
December
2019

Comments
Results by
December
2018

Results by
December
2019

Status

3 blogs were published on the SY website.

3.1.1

35
1

50

22

2 newspaper articles were published
PARTIALLY
ACHIEVED

4 SY newsletters were published and disseminated during this period
2 program review, M&E and learning session were held
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1 investigative documentary was released in collaborations with Africa
Uncensored
1 There was Increased social media coverage (new followers on twitter
and Facebook respectively)
Approximately, over 2,269 people were directly reached during the
period under review, through the existing SY platforms listed above

R.3.2 Number of people
providing
significant
financial or in kind
support for protection
of schools catalyzed by
the implementation of
the SY strategic and fund
raising activities.

3 Formative meetings with Future First Kenya were convened to initiate
the fencing campaign concept

2

10

2

6

PARTIALLY
ACHIEVED

1 Mapping of potential partners/funders of the fencing campaign was
carried out ahead of the formal launch of the fencing campaign
(This activity was not fully met, owing to the slowed actualization of the
school fencing campaign, which was yet to onboard private sector
financiers. SY has stepped this up and it shall be reported on in the next
review period)

Notes: The 2019 targets are deemed to be 50% of the two year reports. Where results show exceeded, it means the Campaign achieved 50%
and above of the 2 year targets and vice versa
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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

During this period, the operational context for the implementation of the project remained largely
favorable. Shule Yangu Alliance continued to enjoy favorable political goodwill in support for school land
titling. This followed the 2015 presidential directive that all public schools in Kenya be titled. At the time,
only 5,226 public schools (out of the current 32,354 registered public schools) in Kenya had title deeds.
It was this goodwill that led to the gazettement of the 15-member taskforce tasked with the primary
mandate to ensure that these schools are titled.
While the project enjoyed immense political goodwill from key stakeholders within the public service
during this implementing period, one of the key state agencies involved in the school titling process, the
National Lands Commission (NLC) faced a leadership vacuum which affected the pace of implementation
at the taskforce level. NLC, a constitutional commission remained without commissioners since
February until October 2019, when new commissioners were appointed by President Uhuru Kenyatta.
One of the outcomes of the leadership vacuum at the commission was the absence of adequate
budgetary allocation to support its key functions, including the effective running of the school titling
program.
Towards the end of 2019, and with the subsequent assumption of office of the new commissioners, the
pace of implementation at the NLC picked up towards the end of the year, resulting to the successful
completion of the data entry and
analysis work by the taskforce – a
component which was domiciled at
the commission.

Figure 1: A screenshot of the appointment of the new NLC commissioners in
October 2019

During the implementation period,
there was notable focus nationally,
towards the government’s public
debt management, with calls for
strengthened
anti-corruption
systems to curb corruption. This
rising focus on public sector
accountability offered the project a
perfect platform to voice the
advocacy efforts around school
safety, in line with the constitutional
right to quality education for the
Kenyan children.

During the period under review, a new Cabinet Secretary for Education was appointed, and there were
renewed calls for social accountability in promoting the right to education in schools by civil society
actors. With the legal support on school and land governance remaining consistent to the calls by the
campaign on school land protection, SY is hopeful that the next review period will continue benefit from
a favorable political and legal environment which is useful in promoting the objectives of the campaign.
Towards the end of 2019, a respiratory virus broke out in China. Identified as the Coronavirus disease
(COVID-19), the effects have since been catastrophic across the world, with most governments outlawing
public engagements, and issuing social distancing advisories as at March (2020). The effects of the
pandemic will affect the pace of implementation of the current project in the next review period. As at
the time of writing this report, the Kenyan government had issued directives outlawing public
engagements of any nature. With four (4) months left to the end of the current grant, the project team
anticipates that over 80 percent of the pending project activities will be affected. However, the team is
planning on undertaking key desk activities around research and documentation during this time.
PROGRESS TOWARDS RESULTS

3.1

Highlights of Key results achieved, linked to the Overall Outcome

The overall objective under the current Campaign implementation framework is to accelerate the
protection of schools against illegal land grabs, support the government to issue 10,000 title deeds to
public schools and support communities in targeted 10 counties to own their schools.
For the period between January – December 2019, the campaign yielded the following results;
3.2

Results achieved in detail

Outcome 1: Public School Land titled and protected from land grab and culture of impunity
RA 1.1: Government mechanisms put in place to accelerate the protection, survey and titling of schools
are effective and functional
During the period under review, Shule Yangu Alliance stepped up its efforts in strengthening government
mechanisms aimed at accelerating the protection of public-school land in Kenya. These efforts included
Shule Yangu facilitating the Multi – Agency Working Group, as well as the Inter-Ministerial Legal Working
Group – both of which are entities established in government, to accelerate the protection of publicschool land in Kenya.
Support was offered to the Multi Agency Working Group through the facilitation of two workshops
aimed at capturing details of the schools which were audited in 2018 by the taskforce, reaching over
21,000 school heads who were drawn from 28 counties. During these audits, school heads had submitted

1

data forms which sought to provide an accurate standing on school titling, for purposes of informing the
appropriate measures of support by the taskforce. During the period under review, Shule Yangu Alliance
facilitated the successful data entry exercise and analysis of over 20,273 public schools so far audited,
out of the current 32,354 schools in Kenya. Some of the key outcomes of the exercise included the rise
in the number of public schools titled to 11,974 from 9998 in the previous year. This data was then
consolidated into a mastersheet which will inform the subsequent development of an open data
platform for all public schools in Kenya. Effectively, this will bolster the capacity of the government
through the taskforce on school titling, to manage data on schools effectively, and fast-track the titling
process of public schools by the taskforce moving forward.

Figure 2: A screenshot of the Mastersheet containing the analysed Dataset

In readiness for the development of the Open Data platform, the SY campaign website was revamped
during the period under review, and functionalities related to database handling onboarded. Once the
open data platform on school titling is complete, the data generated in the mastersheet will be uploaded,
and subsequent datasets on all public schools in Kenya updated regularly by the taskforce on school
titling, with the support of Shule Yangu alliance.

2

Figure 3: A screenshot of the revamped SY website

Additionally, the SY campaign reached out to key actors within the Office of the President during this
period, with a view of imploring their renewed support for the National Lands Commission (NLC), which
had suffered budgetary cuts during the period under review, and thus affecting the pace of
implementation of the planned activities by the taskforce on school titling. This challenge had been
compounded by the protracted absence of commissioners at NLC, posing a leadership challenge at the
independent commission. Towards the end of 2019, and as a result of SY’s advocacy, the National
Treasury formally reached out NLC and committed to review the commission’s budget in the financial
year 2019/20. Equally, the National Treasury went on to establish a directorate tasked primarily with
providing support to the school titling program. This includes the fast-tracking of transfer documents
which are prepared by the NLC and submitted to the CS, Treasury whose signature is a prerequisite to
the issuance of title deeds to public schools.
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In the period under review, SY
secretariat reached out to two
Members of Parliament (MPs),
Hon. Gideon Keter (Nominated
MP) and Hon. Ndirangu
Waihenya
(Member
of
Parliament for Roysambu
Constituency) as part of the
advocacy strategy to push the
government
through
parliament, in ensuring that
schools are protected beyond
the issuance of title deeds.
During this period, one of these
Members of Parliament, Hon.
Ndirangu Waihenya pushed a question in Parliament with respect to the protection of Muthaiga Primary
school, which is one of the schools currently at risk of being grabbed.
As a result of the sustained advocacy on the need to fast-track school land titling, the taskforce issued
waivers intended to among others, fast-track the titling process. Similarly, government directives were
issued by state agencies which are members of the taskforce, seeking to protect school land from
encroachment by individuals and private entities.
RA 1.2: Multi-agency actions taken by ShuleYangu Alliance to protect and promote public spaces
including Public Interest Litigation cases and Review of legal precedence on school land cases
During the period under review, Shule Yangu Alliance commissioned two research papers. One of these
was related to the place of school land ownership amongst sponsored schools in Kenya. In late 2018,
President Uhuru Kenyatta had directed the Ministry of Education to restore the ownership of all churchowned land schools back to religious institutions. Additionally, the President had directed the Ministry
to restore church sponsorship of schools which traditionally used to be under their care. This
proclamation by the President had been met with mixed reactions from members of the public. As a
result, it was important to provide thought leadership on the implications of this directive, which
inadvertently contradicted the 2015 presidential directive that all public schools in Kenya be titled under
the CS Treasury, who is the custodian of all public assets in Kenya. Through this policy research, Shule
Yangu demonstrated the unconstitutionality of this directive, which was inconsistent with Kenya’s
existing legal frameworks on the management and administration of public land. Besides, issuing public
schools with title deeds in the name of religious institutions is a step backwards in ensuring that all
children access education as a basic human right.
4

The second research commissioned during this period was the school safety survey, which covered 3,460
public schools drawn from 45 counties, as it proved difficult getting data from two counties. The survey
sought to determine the level and extent of school fencing, with 55.7% of the respondents claiming to
have complete fence, while 22.7% did not have any fence at all. A further 21.6 percent were partially
fenced.
Additionally, out of the schools which reported to have a fence, 65.5% had barbed wire, 31.6% had live
fences, 1.7% had other types of fences while 1.2% had wall fences. These findings are useful in the
backdrop of the reality of grabbing among schools with title deeds but lacking a fence.
This research study is intended to help highlight the risks associated to schools not having a fence, even
if they were titled.
Both of these policy research documents are planned for dissemination in the next reporting period. The
policy research is targeted at policy makers within government who are tasked with the mandate to
ensure school land protection, key among these being the Presidential Delivery Unit (PDU).

Outcome 2: Increased public involvement to protect public school land through local movement
building
RA 2.1: No of public citizen actions, communities and alumni catalyzed
During this period, Shule Yangu through its partners continued to provide direct legal support to two (2)
public schools across the country which had active cases in court. This included the ongoing #Naka5 case,
where the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) had withdrawn charges against the five individuals
charged with the demolition of the fence erected along the grabbed school land. The support by the DPP
in the Naka case has gone a long way in motivating public land defenders to sustain the fight towards
protecting public school land in Kenya. Following the withdrawal by the DPP, the private entity laying
claim to the school land had sued the DPP and a ruling on this matter is expected to be made within the
next reporting period.
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Photo 5: A public forum at Mwamdudu Primary School

Mwamdudu
primary
school in Kwale, with a
student population of
1,200 is one of the other
schools which received
legal support during this
period. The school, which
faces extinction following
the encroachment on its
land by a private developer
has an ongoing case in
court (CN 632 of 2011 at
the Mombasa Law Court),
and legal support was
offered to the school
management and the

Mwamdudu community ahead of the case hearing in July 2019. The case continues to progress in court,
with keen focus directed towards it, with a view of upholding the right to education for school going
children in the area. A visit to Mwamdudu Primary school was held during the review period to among
others, follow up on advocacy efforts by SY which include public participation by the National Lands
Commission to determine and protect community interests in the ongoing feud, which seeks to
disadvantage the community.

Headteacher, Racecourse Primary

Further, Racecourse primary school which
had previously been supported by SY until it
was issued with a title deed, was supported
in the review period to bring down a fence
previously erected by the private
developer. This followed numerous
attempts by the school to have the fence
brought down and pave way for school
children to play. In November 2019, the
school board of management mobilized
community members and brought down
the fence.
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Uhuru Secondary school was also supported during the review period, to get a title deed issued. In 2018,
SY had supported the school to receive a deed plan, which was then fast-tracked in 2019 with the support
of the taskforce, to issue the school title deed. The school is along a river line and adjacent to a slum
which poses a big threat to the learners. To ensure that they get adequate security besides their land
being protected, SY is currently supporting the school in mobilizing for resources to put up a perimeter
wall through the “Adopt a Fence” Campaign.
Additionally, a second documentary around school land protection was released, and screened in August
2019. The public screening, attended by 76 participants was followed by a plenary session which brought
together various state agencies invested in the school titling process, with an aim of sensitizing citizens
on their role insofar as school land is concerned. Following the public release, the documentary was
uploaded on SY’s online platforms, including Africa Uncensored’s YouTube channel, which currently has
over 1,700 views online. As result of this release, as well as the previous documentary titled, “Not My
School”, SY has experienced growing interest among school heads, boards of management and social
justice actors who now wish to have SY facilitate screenings in their schools and communities. These
screenings are planned to take place in the next reporting period. The documentary is meant to highlight
various challenges that public schools face in school land protection, and offers an opportunity for
experience sharing where communities and school managements can tap into best practices to mitigate
possible risks of loss of public land.

Figure 6: A poster of the “My School My Life” Documentary
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RA 2.2: No of established county level school protection alliances
During this period, Shule
Yangu partnered with other
stakeholders, at the 2nd
Children’s
Devolution
Conference, hosted by the
Council of Governors in
February
2019.
The
conference brought together
over 300 children from all 47
counties in Kenya, and sought
to animate their voice in
realizing SDG 4. At this
conference, Shule Yangu
facilitated one of the sessions,
and this offered a platform for
the alliance to sensitize the
Figure 7: At the Childrens’ Devolution Conference, organized by the Council of Governors
children and other key
stakeholders on the need for collaborative efforts towards protection of public spaces, which include
school land.
In May 2018, the Inter- Ministerial Legal Working Group on school land titling was established and
operationalized with a view of providing legal support to public schools facing legal challenges in court.
This would be achieved through the direct involvement of the various state agencies which were part of
the working group, and who include the EACC (Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission), State Law Office,
the Commission on Administrative Justice (Ombudsman), the National Lands Commission (NLC), the
Ministry of Education (MoE), the Ministry of Lands and Physical Planning, (MoLPP), East African Center
for Human Rights (EACHRights), Transparency International – Kenya (TI-K) and Shule Yangu Alliance.
During this period, the latter provided support to the working group, to kickstart the development of a
school land defenders handbook, which is aimed at tooling communities on the need for and ways of
defending public school land. Specific support offered towards this during the period under review was
the procurement of an illustrator/cartoonist, who would support the breaking down of technical
components related to land administration, to fragments that could be easily understood by the public.
The development of the handbook and its subsequent launch will be reported substantively in the
subsequent implementation period.
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Within the review period, SY
partnered with other key
stakeholders in the education
sector
to
commemorate
GAWE (Global Action Week for
Education) held between 24th
April – 1st May 2019, under
the theme,” Making the Right
to an Inclusive, Quality free
public education a reality”.
Some of the activities
undertaken to commemorate
the GAWE Week included a
public forum, an essay
competition,
community
Figure 8: A schedule of GAWE activities in 2019
dialogue forum and policy
engagement initiatives, all aimed at sensitizing the public on SDG 4 on the right to education. This
partnership with other key education actors offered SY a platform to advocate for school land
protection as one of the key fulcrums upon which the right to education is hinged. Equally, it offered
SY a strategic entry point in engaging around future GAWE events in the country.

RA 2.3: Protection and titling public school land prioritized in school alumni associations and unions
With the support of one of the Shule Yangu partners, Future First Kenya, alumni groups drawn from
across the country were engaged, through the monthly alumni coffee chats. This engagement offers the
alliance a platform to leverage a planned campaign on school fencing (“Adopt a Fence”), which is
intended to mobilize communities through their alumni associations towards school protection, by
establishing a critical mass of school defenders who act as a human wall in preventing any attempts on
encroachment or grabbing of public school land across the country. The “Adopt a Fence” campaign will
leverage on existing alumni groups across the country, alongside the private sector in mobilizing the
resources required to fence Kenyan schools.
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During this period, Shule Yangu Alliance
participated in the annual KEPSHA conference,
which attracts over 20,000 public school
headteachers across the country annually. The
delegates conference brought together head
teachers from all the 47 counties with major
objective of promoting excellence in management
of primary schools under the theme, “Managing
the Current Education Reforms: The Role of the
Head Teacher”. KEPSHA (Kenya Primary School
Heads Association) is a member of the Shule
Yangu Alliance. At the conference held in
Figure 9: SY’s Help desk at the 2019 Annual KEPSHA conference
December 2019, Shule Yangu did an exhibition by
putting up a tent which attracted the delegates SY was able to reach these critical stakeholders who are
at the heart of school land protection in Kenya, through dissemination of IEC materials to participants,
as well as the setting up a help-desk throughout the conference. The participation of SY at the annual
KEPSHA conference offers the alliance an opportunity to consistently engage school heads, who are
among the primary stakeholders with regards to school land protection. Whilst here, Shule Yangu
offered support to delegates who came to its desk. The kind of support offered here touched on legal
complexities that some delegates reported to Shule Yangu exhibition desk. Issues ranged from
technicalities of cases some had fronted before courts of law, succession and whom to reach out to offer
support to their schools especially on legal fees.
Outcome 3: Strong Structured and Sustainable Alliance
RA 3.1: No. of communication and digital story telling materials developed disseminated
The Alliance’s online platforms continued to offer a powerful avenue for engaging and catalyzing civic
action and support towards school land protection.

Figure 10: A screenshot of SY’s Facebook Page growth
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Figure 11: A screenshot of SY’s Twitter Handle

The various outreach efforts
enunciated across the different
outcome areas saw a rise in the
growth of our online platforms
during this period. During this
period, the campaign’s social media
platforms registered remarkable
growth, as a result of the consistent
engagement
through
the
campaigns
and
newsletters
released during this period. As at
2018, SY’s twitter handle had 1,281
followers, and it currently has 1,521
followers which translates to an 18
percent growth during the review
period.

As of Facebook, the page was set up at the end of 2018, and currently has 441 followers. This growth of
existing platform offers SY a bigger platform to consistently advocate for school land protection moving
forward.
During the period under review, a total of 4 newsletters, 3 blogs and 1 documentary were disseminated
through the existing online platforms to advocate for the key campaign objective, which is upholding the
right to education through school land protection. SY estimates that over 2,269 people were directly
reached through the existing SY platforms at any given time throughout the year. The online platforms
include Facebook, Twitter, MailChimp and the SY website.
RA 3.2: No. of people providing significant financial or in kind support
During this period, 20 school alumni associations, 102 school heads and 1,491 members of schools’
boards of management (BoMs) drawn from 11 sub-counties in Nairobi County were sensitized through
the alliance’s participation at the alumni monthly coffee chats hosted by Future First Kenya, and
induction workshops held in collaboration with the Ministry of Education, for newly appointed Boards
of Managements in schools within Nairobi respectively. These sensitization workshops are part of the
wider influencing efforts of key stakeholders in the education sector, towards school land protection.
Further, Shule Yangu Alliance conducted a mapping exercise, in collaboration with Future First Kenya, of
potential private sector players and funders, who would be contacted subsequently to support the
effective running of the fencing campaign. These actors include Safaricom Foundation, Mombasa
Cement, Simba Cement. Manu Chandaria Foundation, Wellspring Foundation and the KCB Foundation
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among others. The “Adopt a Fence” campaign is expected to pick up in the next reporting period and will
be reported on substantively.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT (STAFFING AND ADMINISTRATION)

The Shule Yangu alliance campaign secretariat effectively managed the daily administrative component
of the alliance, which included consistent engagement of the diverse alliance partners, state agencies
involved in the school protection efforts, as well movement building initiatives held throughout the year.
During the period under review, the Campaign Coordinator (Caroline Gaita) and the Programme Officer
(Morris Maina) exited from the secretariat, and in their places, Eric Kinaga (Campaign Coordinator),
Edwin Birech (Programme Officer) and Teresiah Kingara (Communications Officer) were recruited into
the campaign and jointly contributed to the successful implementation of the second half of the year.
As with previous years, the campaign in 2019 benefited from the input and contributed to staff costs for
the TI-Kenya Programmes Manager, research and M & E officer, alongside finance and administrative
functions. Alongside fellow SY partner heads, the TI-Kenya Senior Management offered leadership and
guidance to the secretariat during the review period.

CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED AND LESSONS LEARNT

Since 2018, the Campaign had experienced staff transitions for the positions of Campaign Manager and
Development Communication Manager. As a result of this, significant savings were realized with regards
to the aforementioned staff costs. As a result, during the period under review, the Alliance reached out
to the Embassy of the Kingdom of Netherlands (EKN) requesting for a No-Cost Extension (NCE) which
sought to among others, allocate the bulk of the fund balances to result areas related to accelerating
government mechanisms towards school land protection. The request for NCE was approved, and the
implementation period extended from December 2019 to June 2020.
However, the absence of commissioners in the National Lands Commission, coupled by the significant
reduction in the budgetary support to the commission, and the ministries of Education and Lands
affected the pace of implementation of some key activities which required key involvement by the
named state agencies. The affected activities are:
•
•
•

Activity 1.1.1
Activity 1.1.4
Activity 1.1.5

Capacity building and programme - Public Land Desk
Titling events - national and county level
Support for Multi-Agency Working Group on School Land Titling through
the National Lands Commission Data Processing
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•

Activity 1.4.1

Development of Open Data platform (schools at risk)

The listed activities above, all within Outcome 1: Public School Land titled and protected from land grab
and culture of impunity largely affected the implementation of activities in Outcome 2 (Increased Public
involvement to protect public school land through local movement building), as the datasets which
were the expected outputs for these activities were only realized towards the end of the year. However,
the pace of implementation eventually picked up in November 2019, with renewed support from the
National Treasury to review budgetary allocations to the respective state agencies, towards school land
protection.
Other notable challenges faced during this period are captured below:
Challenge

Description

Lessons Learnt

Change of Guard at key
state agencies

The Ministry of Education and the
NLC had a change of guard, thus
slowing down the pace of
implementation, and to some
extent, enthusiasm for the work on
school land protection

Consistent communication and engagement with
key government agencies is needed, to keep
them apprised on the progress around school
land protection.

1

2

There is presently no mechanism in
place, to assess key presidential
directives, thus posing a challenge
whenever there’s need to revitalize
government’s commitment towards
school protection

Development of policy briefs and stepped up
public advocacy around key issues relating to
school protection are required, in order to ensure
that government agencies remain on toes, to
deliver on their mandate related to school land
protection and the attainment of the right to
education

High public expectation
against the extents to
which SY can deliver

Citizens who have encountered
school land grabbing or other forms
of corruption turned to Shule Yangu
expecting them to wholly deal with
their issues

Public education and sustained engagement are
required to ensure that citizens understand their
roles, are equipped with the constitutional and
civic briefs and are adequately mobilized to
defend public school land and provide oversight.

Lack of an effective Data
management system at
the National Lands
Commission (and by
extension the MAWG on
titling)

During the data entry and analysis
exercise, it was difficult tracking raw
data forms domiciled within the
National Lands Commission, and
this to a large extent, slowed down
the exercise.

There is need to speed up the actualization of the
Open Data platform, which seeks to improve the
quality of data management by the commission,
and by extension the MAWG.

Lack of an accountability
system on presidential
directives

3

4
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RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of the key challenges encountered during the review period, SY campaign would wish to
recommend for a tweaking of the campaign workplan, to focus more attention towards activities within
outcomes 2 and 3, which are related to movement building and the establishment of a sustainable
alliance on school land protection. This recommendation is in line with the need for the campaign to
strategically anchor its key objectives, primary among these being civilian oversight, towards the
protection of fundamental rights, including the right to education, thus ensuring sustainability of SY’s
interventions. Further, if adopted, this will ensure that the pace of implementation by the campaign is
not affected by the systemic challenges within government agencies, most of which have previously
affected the implementation of the campaign activities in 2018 and 2019. SY proposes to utilize fund
balances as at April 2020, to support the proposal on workplan and budget realignment.
Following the outbreak of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) whose effects as at March 2020 have been
dire across the country, including a government directive outlawing any form of public engagements,
Shule Yangu Alliance Campaign proposes to have the No-Cost Extension (NCE) period extended by the
Embassy, in furtherance of the planned activities, upon the containment of the pandemic. During this
time when project teams are working remotely, key desk activities involving research and other forms
of project documentation will be undertaken, in order to ease the burden on project implementation
once operations are normalized.
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APPENDIX 1: Waiver issued by the Ministry of Lands to fast-track titling of schools located within settlement
schemes
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APPENDIX 2: Gazette Notice – Multi Agency Working Group to fast-track school titling
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The Shule Yangu Alliance Campaign acknowledges the support of the Embassy of the Kingdom of
Netherlands for the financial support during this period. We also acknowledge the support and
collaboration of our partners, and the media for their contribution towards the achievements
contained in this report

SHULE YANGU ALLIANCE MEMBERS
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